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a number of questions 
with us since long ago

How much does a neutrino weigh ? 

What is the mass ordering (hierarchy) 

Is neutrino a Majorana or Dirac particle 

Do more (sterile) neutrinos exist ? 

Do neutrinos violate CP ? 

Can we observe the CNB (a picture of a universe 1 second old)



      Majorana conjecture

ν = ν

Main consequence :  
Lepton Number Violation

MAJORANA

GOAL: < mν> ~ 0.02 -0.07 eVPNNL 
South Carolina University 
TUNL 
ITEP
Dubna 
NMSU 
Washington University

• Deep underground location 
WIPP/ Homestake

• ~$20M enriched 85% 76Ge
• 210 2kg crystals, 12 segments 
• Advanced signal processing
• ~$20M Instrumentation
• Special materials (low bkg)
• 10 year operation

Main concern:Main concern:
•• cost and time for i.e. cost and time for i.e. 7676GeGe
•• cosmogeniccosmogenic background background 
•• material selectionmaterial selection

PerkinPerkin --Elmer designElmer design

TT00νν > (0.4> (0.4 --2) x 102) x 10 2828 yy
in 10 years measurementin 10 years measurement

Aalseth CE et al. hep -ex/0201021

Lead or copper shield

Contacts

Conventional super - low bkg cryostat
(21 crystals)



Majorana vs. Dirac



Majorana neutrinos



How to solve ?
in principle it is easy 

you take a neutrino beam. It does interact with a 
target and makes negative muons. If some of the 
neutrinos flip helicity in the final state you 
observe antineutrinos produced positive muons

Wait, there is a problem !!!!



Massive neutrinos required
in case of Dirac ν ≠ ν and ν has L=-1 (as the μ-) 

if you have  a massless ν (lepton) right handed (helicity 
flip) the result would be  

weak interaction is V-A



No problem:  
neutrinos are massive



Yes , but…

to make the 
story short: 

for 50meV  
of ν mass  

pion need  
to have 
E=80000 TeV



therefore back to 30’s 

Indeed nobody payed much attention to the Furry 
hypothesis (1939) that a Majorana neutrino could 
induce Neutrino-less DBD via helicity flip



Massive (!!) neutrinos makes 
the story much more attractive

Now helicity flip can happen in both Dirac and 
Majorana cases. However Dirac forbids the 
absorption of an anti-neutrino right that was emitted 
as a neutrino left because the Lepton Number 
Conservation 



Neutrino-less DBD (0νββ)

Only if: 

Majorana Neutrinos 

If  observed: 

Proof of the Majorana 
nature of Neutrino



just at first glance…

it looks unlikely to happen frequently  

two neutrons that beta-decay at the ‘same’ time in 
the ‘same’ place 

well…let’s see first how a ‘normal’ double beta 
decay (with emission of two neutrinos) happens 
and how often it happens



again from the 30’s

1963

1935



only few nuclei can do it



the ‘normal’ one

overall….. 1020 - 1021 years



the ‘special’ one ! 
how long should we wait ?

1/τ = G(Q,Z) |Mnucl|2〈Mββ〉 2

what the experimentalists 
try to measure

what the nuclear theorists 
try to calculate

parameter containing 
the physics



NME  
Different models, some discrepancy



M*(Phase Space)

82Se 100Mo 116Cd
130Te 136Xe 150Nd76Ge

C = |M0ν|2 • G0ν   [y-1]



just on the back 
of the envelope 
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C ~ 10-12 y-1,  me ~ 500 keV, mββ ~ 50 meV 

τ1/20ν   >  10 24 y

[ universe life  15 109 y , Avogadro number 6 1023 ]



something more worrisome

}who knows ? 
2νββ

For instance, if we have a decrease by δ = 10 
(20)% of the axial coupling, lifetime would 
increase by a factor of 1/(1 − δ)4 = 1.5 (2.5)

for 82Se 
δ = 0.55 

the ‘factor’ 
would be 
11 !!!!!! 

1/τ = G(Q,Z) |Mnucl|2〈Mββ〉 2





what are we looking at ?

 The observable comes as a combination of the three 
neutrino masses, the mixing angles and the Majorana phases. 

Let’s parameterize as a function of the known 
parameters



Here what we know



Two possibilities:



the final result is :

The 
question is 
which, if 

any, part of 
this phase 
space can 

be attained 
by a 

realistic 
experiment

. 

set a goal of exploring IH.  Get down to 10-20 meV



The name of the game



how many events ?

NA= 6* 1023


Ny=1

τ= 1026 

Neventi = 10


Number of events = (Number of moles* Avogadro number*data collection time)/lifetime

1600 moles
that for 130Te makes 200 Kg



and how little background?

1 count of background with a detector of 200 kg 
of (good)* mass and and an energy resolution of 
10 keV requires 0.001 counts/keV/kg/y  (if you 
want to be more impressed is 1 count per ton) !

* *if the good isotope is not 100%, the mass that generates background is the total one !



Sensitivity is S/√B

EB
tMK

Δ⋅
⋅

∝Sensitivity (i.a. • ε)

mᵦᵦ ∝  √ (1/τ)



which way ?

increase abundance of the right isotope (linear) 

increase M a lot (square root) 

decrease B (ideally get to mythical zero background 
and get rid of the square root) 

get an extraordinary good energy resolution 
(remember we are talking of a signal of a few MeV 
but still gaining only by a square root)



effect of energy resolution

S= 50 events 
B= 1 count/keV



brutal consideration

EB
tMK

Δ⋅
⋅

∝Sensitivity (i.a. • ε)

mᵦᵦ ∝  √ (1/τ)

To get a factor 10 in mᵦᵦ  you have a choice :

M       100 Ton instead of 1 Ton 
t         500 y   instead of 5 y 
ΔE     50 eV   instead of 5 keV 

B    0.001   instead  of 0.1



meaning :

or better make the right cocktail of all of the above



the state of the art: brute force



a caveat on energy resolution
irreducible physics background

Please note   δ6 

T0⌫ ' 1028y

T2⌫ ' 1020y

S/B = 1

Q ' 3MeV ! ' 2.5%� = �E
FWHM

/Q ' 2.5%



the state of the art: peak squeezer



how much can you squeeze ?

CUORE x-tals

just coming

from SICCAS



the state of the art: tracking



nicely working but…

Source:  10 kg of ββ isotopes 
     cylindrical, S = 20 m2, e ~ 60 mg/cm2 

Tracking detector:  
    drift wire chamber operating  
        in Geiger mode (6180 cells) 
Gas: He + 4% ethyl alcohol + 1% Ar + 0.1% H2O  
       
Calorimeter:  
     1940 plastic scintillators 
     coupled to low radioactivity PMTs 

2νββ



back to physics 
do not forget ‘New Physics’ 

although we go after 0νββ induced by Majorana’s 
thoughts we might find something else ! 



do we have any solid limit  ?
what do we know about neutrino mass or at 
least on their sum ? 

         

CMB fit 



The CMB fit



should we believe it ?

a better 
understanding 
brings more 
solidity to 
results 

time evolution of CMB prediction on neutrino mass 



State of the art: GERDA



which translate in

assuming no gA quenching 



Tough future

GERDA  
discovery  
potential 
for 100kg/y 
with actual 
level of backg



end of part I



Bolometric technique

from MiBeta to CUORE via Cuoricino and Cuore0 

Scintillating bolometers as an evolution toward Zero 
Background



(very) Low Temperature Calorimeter

heat sink

thermometer

ββ atom x-tal

Basic Physics:   ΔT= E/C 
(Energy release/ Thermal capacity) 

Implication:   Low C ⇒  Low T 
Bonus: (almost) No limit to ΔE 
(kBT2C) 

Not for all apps : τ = C/G ∼ 1s 

A True Calorimeter
(T0)

(thermal conductance G)

(C)



Why a bolometer

M, t, B, ΔE are the parameters of the game 

t is irrelevant  

M is ‘easy’ with a calorimeter 

ΔE is a definite bonus  

B is what this part of the talk is mostly about



the Dawn !



TeO2 : a viable (show)case

Numerology:

T0 ∼ 10 mK 
C ∼ 2 nJ/K ∼ 1 MeV/0.1 mK 

G ∼ 4 pW/mK 

Need to be able to 
detect temperature jumps 

of a fraction of μK (per 
mil resolution on MeV 

signals)



to read the temperature  
you need a thermometer

Neutron Transmutation 
Doped (NTD) Germanium 

Thermistor

dR/dE ∼ 3MΩ/MeV



Neutron Transmutation Doping
A pure Ge Crystal is exposed to the thermal 
neutron flux of a nuclear reactor. Some Ge gets

transmuted into dopants.

Higly

Uniform

Doping level is 1017 atoms/cm3. 

Required fluence is 3.5 x 1018 n/cm2.



The long saga of the ultra cold 130Te

pls. note that the scale 
quotes counts/hour (!!) 

resolution was 17keV 

background high 

BUT THE WAY 
 WAS OPEN !



step after step

limit from that single crystal was  2.1 1022 y 

next step, 4 crystals, 1.3 kg 

and then Mi-Beta, 20 crystals, 6.8 kg (natural 
tellurium, meaning 2.3 130Te) 

set a limit of  5.6 1022 y

ready for a tougher game 



Cuoricino

Roman 
Lead 

Shield

Mixing chamber

Cold finger

10 mK



a digression on Roman Lead
Lead is a very good shield from external radioactivity

however it has 
got a problem

the half-life of isotope 210 is 22 years 
too long for our patience to let it disappears ! 
too short for not harming us !



Elegant solution 
although with a strong component of luck

a collaborative 
effort by 

INFN and 
Cultural Heritage 

Ministry



Cuoricino final result

τ1/20ν = 2.8 · 1024 y

Q = 2527.518 +/- 0.013 keV

19.75 kg·y 130Te



Cuoricino, where ? 

ç
ç

LNGS 
3500 m.w.e.

Cuoricino

R&D

The Shield 
Corno Grande 2916  m

A National Park providing great  
opportunity for walking, trekking, 

climbing, cross and backcountry skiing



it is time to deal with the enemy: 
what is the background ?

Gamma region

Typical shape of a background spectrum
in Cuoricino, a pure bolometric

experiment

214Bi 60Co 
sum 

energy

2615 keV
208Tl ~ 0.1 - 0.2 c / keV kg y

B 
is  

experiment 
dependent. 
Cuoricino 

as an 
example

Cuoricino 
b=0.18 ± 0.02 
c/keV/kg/y



we have two enemies then
γ  only

208Tl is where photons start to disappear 
Keep it in mind !

Photons



and…

the α land 



The last child of the 
evolution: CUORE

this kind of 
Moore’s law 

for bolometers  
is not very precise 

but it gives the  
time scale  

of the generation 
evolution



CUORE

Pulse Tube Cooler

988 TeO2 Crystals 

19 Towers of 52 crystals 
each 

741 Kg of TeO2 

Active Mass 204 Kg 



Scaling Cuoricino to 
CUORE

a
A

1/2
M T
b ΔΕ

M  =  m x 20 
T   =  t x  6 
b   =  B / 20 
ΔE =  ΔE/ 1.5

SCUORE = √3600  SCuoricino  ∼  60 SCuoricino 

τ1/2 (CUORE)  ∼  1.2 x 1026 

One step is non trivial. Getting to 0.01 c/Kg/y/KeV 
(CUORE is 1 Ton. It means 10 c/y/KeV)



a sanity check: CUORE-0



which says…

now with a MC extrapolation to CUORE 
it says that the goal of B=0.01 is reachable



BTW…on the fly

9.8 kg·y 130Te 

note the same 
Cuoricino limit 

in half time



and CUORE first result



the nasty α background

what is measured is part of the α energy 
(if it were an internal emission…no problem !) 
that induces a flat background 

TeO2 TeO2 

Cu 

α

α
α

TeO2 TeO2 

Cu 

0νββ



The ProblemTeO2 
case 

(CUORE) 

740 Kg 

of which 

200 Kg 

of 130Te
1 ton•y

?????

B=0.01 can be achieved 
B=0.001 cannot be achieved unless..



unless…..
γ  only

move above of the 208Tl line
identify the α’s  
event by event  



The LUCIFER    concept

Bringing 
light  

underground

Lucifer is a  Latin word 
(from the words lucem 
ferre), literally meaning 
"light-bearer", which in that 
language is used as a name 
for the dawn appearance of 
the planet  Venus, heralding 
daylight.



Heat & Light



demonstration of the concept

Roman  
Pb shield

4 CdWO4 bolometers   
1 Ge Light detector



just to make the case clearCdWO4 

DBD 
signal 

Cadmium makes nice crystals but it is a scary 
element for an experiment (n x-section)! 



ZnSe

Light channel
Heat channel

Astropart.Phys. 34 (2011) 344-353 



LUCIFER demonstrator 
                                            Low-background Underground Cryogenic Installation For Elusive Rates 

ERC-2009-AdG 247115  

 

 LUCIFER GOES 
UNDERGROUND 

 



Enrichment, going from Se  to 

82Se 

(Almelo, NL)

an interesting 
cooperation 

however,  
it has to be 
known that 

the cost is 75Euro/gram



Zn82Se crystals



mounting the experiment

Sensors attached to crystal Assembly of light detectorZnSe assembled in copper frames

Reflecting foil Coupling of light detector Second ZnSe Final array



with spectacular L.D.

Sensor Mass [g]
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 0.008±: 0.070 σ



well behaving



first look  
(in unsuited cryostat)

expect B < 0.001 counts/kev/Kg/year in full run 
(just started in CUORE-0 cryostat)



The future competition

Xe (EXO, NEXT, Kamland-Zen) 

Ge (Gerda + Legend ) 

CUPID (Bolometers with alpha rejection)



the dream



if you want to know all… 
pls. read:

arXiv:1601.07512

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1601.07512


Conclusions
Neutrino Physics is one of the leading field in HEP today 

Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrino mass is a fundamental 
question that needs to be answered at (almost) all cost(s) 

Neutrino-less DBD might possibly be the sole chance to give a 
measure of neutrino mass 

The second generation experiments will not be enough to win. 

We have to prepare for third generation. Toward  0 
background.



the best bet today is



crystals production

possibly the only place 

the ‘political tensions’ 
made the task  

quite tough



the near future



however…


